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Abstract
In this study, Representative Volume Element based micromechanical modeling technique has been implemented to 
assess the mechanical properties of glass filled epoxy composites. Rod shaped glass fillers having an aspect ratio of 80 
were used for preparing the epoxy composite. The three-dimensional unit cell model of representative volume ele-
ment was prepared with finite element analysis tool ANSYS 19 using the periodic square and hexagonal array with an 
assumption that there is a perfect bonding between the filler and the epoxy matrix. Results revealed that the tensile 
modulus increases and Poisson’s ratio decreases with increase in the volume fraction of the filler. To study the effect of 
filler volume fraction, the pulse echo techniques were used to experimentally measure the tensile modulus and Pois-
son’s ratio for 5% to 15% volume fraction of the filler. A good agreement was found between the RVE based predicted 
values and the experimental results.

Keywords Glass filled composites · Representative volume element · Finite element analysis · Micromechanical 
modeling · Poisson’s ratio · Tensile modulus

1 Introduction

Polymer matrix and the fiber reinforcement when blended 
together give result to a material commonly known as 
fiber reinforced polymer composite. In recent years, poly-
mer composites have made remarkable progress and 
are being substantially used as a potential alternative to 
conventionally used structural materials. These compos-
ites are being extensively utilized in various engineering 
applications due to the excellent combination of proper-
ties that they possess [1, 2]. Polymer composites are well 
known for their high strength to weight ratio, high frac-
ture toughness, resistance to corrosion, acoustic damp-
ing and thermal insulation [3–5]. Unlike traditional fiber 
reinforced composites, particulate polymer composites 
consist of a polymeric matrix reinforced with a dispersed 
phase in the form of particles like silica, zirconia, alumina, 

mica etc. The key advantage of such composites lies in 
the fact that they are easy to manufacture, structurally 
simpler and macroscopically isotropic [6]. In order to 
achieve a desired performance of the composite materi-
als, it’s imperative to appropriately select the shape, size 
and the amount of fiber reinforcement which is used to 
strengthen the matrix [7, 8]. Many researchers have made 
efforts to quantify the performance of polymer composites 
in terms of their mechanical response under different load-
ing conditions. Kushvaha et al. [9] studied experimentally 
the effect of using different shapes and volume fraction 
of glass fillers on the mechanical properties of the result-
ing polymer composites. They used bisphenol epoxy as 
the matrix and glass particles of three different shapes viz. 
spherical, flake and rod in a volume fraction of 5%, 10% 
and 15% respectively as reinforcement. Results of their 
study highlighted the best performance of rod shaped 
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fillers at a volume fraction of 15% under quasi-static load-
ing conditions. A few more studies indicate that the vari-
ations in the aspect ratio of the filler material has a pro-
nounced effect on the Young’s modulus and in-plane shear 
modulus which in turn affects the overall performance of 
the composite material [10–12]. The intricacies that exist 
in carrying out the complex experimental procedures to 
highlight the efficacy of using polymer composites have 
resulted in the development of various analytical and 
numerical models [13–15]. Acoustic emission is another 
technique used to study and investigate the mechanical 
behaviour and various failure modes of composites. Sause 
et al. [16] used acoustic emission technique to quantify 
failure under mode-I loading conditions in carbon/glass 
reinforced epoxy composites. Fotouhi et al. [17] success-
fully used acoustic emission analysis to characterize the 
damage caused to glass reinforced epoxy composites 
under different modes of loading. Devireddy et al. [18] 
used micromechanical approach to evaluate the elastic 
and thermal properties of glass reinforced polymer com-
posites. They came up with a finite element model based 
on the technique of Representative Volume Element (RVE) 
with a hexagonal and square packing geometry and 
implemented it using a code in ANSYS. RVE was devel-
oped by considering the different cross-sections of the 
glass fiber. Properties of interest were obtained by apply-
ing the periodic boundary conditions to the developed 
RVE. Later the same properties were calculated by using 

some analytical models like Halpin–Tsai, rule of mixture 
and Chawla model. Results found corresponding to both 
the models were in good agreement. Patnaik et al. [19] 
successfully predicted the micromechanical properties of 
glass reinforced epoxy composites by using a finite ele-
ment model based on Representative Area Element (RAE) 
approach. Seidel and Lagoudas [20] used the approach 
of micromechanical analysis to determine the elastic 
properties of polymer composites reinforced with car-
bon nanotube. Liu and Chen [21] applied a 3-dimensional 
nanoscale RVE approach to find the material constants of 
carbon nanotube reinforced polymer composites under 
different loading conditions. Sakaguchi et al. [22] used 
the approach of representative volume element based 
on micromechanics to predict the elastic modulus and 
shrinkage of polymer matrix composites. Riano et al. [23] 
made use of RVE based finite element model to develop 
a mesoscopic model that could predict the mechanical 
behavior of fiber reinforced polymer composites. Another 
research group [24] applied RVE based numerical model to 
predict the mechanical properties of rice husk particulate 
reinforced epoxy composites. They used seven different 
analytical models to compare the results of numerical and 
analytical approach with the experimental values and the 
results were in good agreement with each other. Annapra-
gada et al. [25] developed a micromechanics model to pre-
dict the mechanical and thermal properties of particulate 
composites. They used the methodology of RVE based on 
random packing geometry and predicted the mechanical 
properties using finite element model while the thermal 
properties were predicted using a finite volume approach. 

Fig. 1  Schematic diagram of the composite specimen used

Fig. 2  Ultrasonic transducer a for longitudinal wave, b for shear 
wave

Fig. 3  RVE Models with packaging patterns a square b hexagonal 
[35]

Table 1  Elastic properties of the constituent materials

Constituent Density (g/cm3) Tensile 
modulus 
(GPa)

Poisson’s ratio

Filler: rod shaped 
glass

2.500 70.00 0.220

Matrix: Epoxy 1.146 3.99 0.370
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The developed model was also capable of capturing the 
stress-bridging phenomenon of the particulates. Melro 
et al. [26] applied a constitutive damage model on epoxy 
composites to predict their damage response under vary-
ing load conditions. Considering the random distribution 
of fibers, different RVE’s were considered and periodic 
boundary conditions were applied. The proposed model 
was successfully used to study the damage initiation and 
its propagation in the epoxy-fiber interface along with 
longitudinal shear and transverse tension. Adeniyi et al. 
[27] used a numerical homogenization approach to pre-
dict the elastic properties of polystyrene composites rein-
forced with sisal fibers. They developed a RVE with hex-
agonal packing and considered the circular cross-section 
of the sisal fiber followed by a finite element analysis using 
ABAQUS. Volume fraction of the reinforcing filler, the cross-
sectional area and the RVE were found to significantly 
affect the mechanical response of polymer composites 
[28–30]. Another study [31] indicated that the larger sized 
RVE resulted in closer bulk properties of composites to 
the experimental values compared to the ones obtained 
from smaller sized RVE. Increase in tensile modulus with 
increase in the filler loading was reported by Munde et al. 
[32] for Sisal/PP and Johnson et al. for [33] for sansevieria 
cylindrical/vinyl ester composite. In this view, the present 
study focuses on developing a three-dimensional unit cell 
model of RVE using the finite element analysis approach 
in ANSYS. For evaluating the efficacy of the RVE based 
micromechanical model, predicted tensile modulus and 
Poisson’s ratio of rod shaped glass-filled epoxy composites 
are compared with the experimental results reported else-
where [9]. The novelty of the present research lies in the 
fact that for the first time a very simplistic approach has 
been used to model the complex behavior of rod-shaped 
glass filler reinforced particulate polymer composites. 

Hereafter, the paper is organized as, Sect. 2: materials 
and methods, Sect. 3: results and discussions followed by 
Sect. 4: conclusions.

2  Materials and method

2.1  Experimental procedure

For fabricating the sheets of glass filled epoxy compos-
ites, Bisphenol epoxy resin and an amine based hardener 
were used for the matrix phase. The density of the epoxy 
resin and the hardener was 1130 kg/m3 and 961 kg/m3 
respectively. Rod shaped glass fillers having an average 
length and diameter of 800 µm and 10 µm respectively 
with a density of 2500 kg/m3 were procured from Fiber-
glass Supply, USA. These rod shaped glass fillers were 
added to the epoxy resin and hence served as the rein-
forcement phase in the resulting composite. The mixture 
of epoxy and the glass fillers was completely degassed 
and uniform filler dispersion was ensured. Just before 
pouring the prepared mixture in the mold, hardener 
was added in stoichiometric proportion. After curing 
the prepared sheets for a week at room temperature, 
they were demolded and machined into rectangular 
specimens of 60 mm × 30 mm × 9 mm (refer to Fig. 1). In 

Fig. 4  A three dimensional meshed model of RVE for a square and b hexagonal packaging patterns

Table 2  RVE model’s symmetric boundary conditions

Displacement Load case

1 2 3

u  (X0,  X1) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0)
v  (Y0,  Y1) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0)
w (  Z0,  Z1) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0)
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order to measure the elastic properties of the prepared 
composite specimens, ultrasonic non-destructive testing 
was performed. Following the procedure of ultrasonic 
pulse echo method, two transducers procured from Pan-
ametrics Engineering Pvt. Ltd. were used. Transducers 
V129 RM, 10 MHz (see Fig. 2a) and V156 RM, 5 MHz (see 
Fig. 2b) were used for receiving and transmitting the lon-
gitudinal and shear wave respectively. These ultrasonic 
transducers were then further connected with an oscil-
loscope and signal analyzer that helped in determining 
the longitudinal  (Cl) and shear wave speed  (Cs) at distinct 
locations of the prepared specimen. After calculating the 
material density ( � ), Poisson’s ratio ( � ) and elastic modu-
lus (E) of the resulting composite were obtained using 
the following equations.

2.2  Numerical method: micromechanical modeling

To forecast the mechanical characteristics of fiber/filler 
reinforced polymer matrix composites, micromechani-
cal modeling is one of the most effective techniques. This 
technique is widely implemented with different finite ele-
ment analysis tools to analyze the failure of composites.

(1)Cl =

√

E(1 − �)

�(1 + �)(1 − 2�)

(2)Cs =

√

E

2�(1 + �)

Table 3  Results of mesh 
convergence study for square 
RVE

Square RVE for rod shaped filler reinforced polymer

No. of divisions through depth,  
fiber & matrix portion along  
length and width respectively

4,8 8,16 8,24

Vf (%) No. of Elements
5 836 10,536 24,728
10 1348 12,760 28,080
15 1528 14,624 32,000

Transverse Modulus (MPa)
5 4608.82 4608.40 4608.29
10 5108.85 5108.30 5109.03
15 5662.09 5663.81 5662.37

Poisson’s ratio
5 0.3604 0.3604 0.3604
10 0.3517 0.3517 0.3517
15 0.3430 0.3431 0.3430

Table 4  Results of mesh 
convergence study for 
hexagonal RVE

Hexagonal RVE for rod shaped filler reinforced polymer

No. of divisions through depth,  
fiber & matrix portion along l 
ength and width respectively

4,8 8,16 8,24

Vf (%) No. of elements
5 2464 19,768 45,768
10 2496 19,920 45,856
15 2584 21,264 49,504

Transverse modulus (MPa)
5 4586.06 4584.24 4585.74
10 5077.94 5079.52 5079.64
15 5453.14 5454.30 5455.31

Poisson’s ratio
5 0.3605 0.3605 0.3605
10 0.3512 0.3512 0.3512
15 0.3442 0.3442 0.3442
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In the present work, RVE based micromechanical mod-
eling technique has been implemented to investigate the 
mechanical characteristics of rod shaped glass filler rein-
forced epoxy composites. RVE of 1  mm2 square area and 
1 mm depth was prepared and the overall composite was 
assumed to be unidirectional (UD) [34]. Selecting the small-
est possible size of RVE supports the assumption that the 
composites can be treated as UD lamina. There are certain 
ways to idealize the cross section of lamina and define the 
packaging of fillers in the matrix. Here, two types of RVE’s are 
considered based on the square and hexagonal assortments 
(see Fig. 3) which are generally preferred arrangements in 
the micromechanical modeling. The inputs for the current 
analysis are specified in Table 1 i.e. elastic properties of con-
stituent materials (rod shaped glass fillers and epoxy matrix).

The finite element analysis tool ANSYS 19 has been used 
to prepare three dimensional RVE model. In this modeling, 
assumption was made that filler and the polymer matrix 
have seamless interfacial bonding and they are homogene-
ous and isotropic in nature. The Eqs. (3) and (4) were used 

for the preparation of RVE model for square and hexago-
nal packaging respectively. Based on the known values of 
geometry dimensions (length  (a1), width  (a2) and height  (a3)) 
and filler volume fraction (Vf), the diameter of the filler  (df) 
was calculated. A selection of SOLID 186 type of element is 
conformed because this element has 20 nodes along with 
three degrees of freedom per node. It supports for layered 
structural solid and allows to model the layered thick shells 
or solids and reveals quadratic displacement behavior. This 
element also supports for large deflections which aid to 
apply displacement boundary conditions of surfaces of RVE. 
The mapped meshing is implemented to acquire a meshed 
model of RVE. In this, initially number of divisions through 
thickness, fiber and matrix chosen are 4, 6, and 8 respec-
tively. Later the divisions are increased till the resultant val-
ues of solution get converged. The meshed model of RVE for 
square and hexagonal packaging pattern is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5  Strain (X direction) contour plots at 5, 10 and 15%  Vf of filler with square array
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where a1 = a2 = a3 = 1 mm

where  a1 = 1 mm,  a2 = 4  a1 and  a3 = a2 tan  (600).
The symmetric boundary conditions (BC’s) for the 

meshed RVE model were set as shown in Table 2. The 
displacement BC’s were applied on each of the surface 
of model for all three load cases. The u, v and w are the 
values of displacement defined on each surface of RVE 
along the principal directions of the geometry as X, Y and 

(3)Vf =
a
1

(

�

4

)

d2

f

4a
1
a
2
a
3

(4)Vf =
2a

1

(

�

4

)

d2

f

a
1
a
2
a
3

Z respectively. The  X0,  X1,  Y0,  Y1,  Z0,  Z1 are the left, right, top, 
bottom, back and front surface of RVE model respectively.

After applying the boundary conditions, the model was 
solved with three load cases to get the elemental stresses 
and strains values. Then the average stresses and average 
strains of unit cell were calculated by using Eqs. (5) and (6).

The stress–strain relationship is represented by Eq. (7). 
The elements of the stiffness tensor  (Cij) matrix were cal-
culated by taking a ratio of average stress to the average 
strain. The stiffness matrix elemental values were further 

(5)� ij =
1

V
∫
V

�ijdV

(6)�ij =
1

V
∫
V

�ijdV

Fig. 6  Strain (X direction) contour plots at 5, 10 and 15%  Vf of filler with hexagonal array
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used to estimate the mechanical properties as modulus 
of elasticity  (E1 and  E2), in-plane shear modulus  (G12) and 
Poisson’s ratio ( �

12
) using equations from (7) to (11).

where, i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

(7)
{

�i

}

=
[

Cij
]{

�i

}
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11
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2C2

12
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C
22
+ C

23
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22
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3  Results and discussion

Model of RVE was generated for the rod shaped glass filler-
epoxy composites using ANSYS 19.0. Mesh convergence 
study was also performed, results for which are shown in 
Tables 3 and 4. For each model, the numbers of elements 
were increased by reducing the mesh size. But the results 
analogue to each model were nearly same. 

The modulus of elasticity/tensile modulus of all the 
compositions (i.e. 5, 10, 15%  Vf) was estimated from the 
stress and strain values at each of the considered load case 
and the known material properties. The contour plots of 
strain for square array and hexagonal array are shown in 
Figs. 5 and  6 respectively. In Fig. 5, strain along x direction 

(11)�
12

=
C
12

(

C
22
+ C

23

)

Fig. 7  Stress (X direction) contour plots at 5, 10 and 15%  Vf of filler with square array
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shows a unit value for all three compositions which con-
firm that the BC’s were applied correctly.

The corresponding stress contour plots for square array 
and hexagonal array patterns are depicted in Figs. 7 and 8 
respectively. From the values of these stresses, a stiffness 
tensor followed by the tensile modulus of the composite 
has also been calculated.

The tensile longitudinal modulus of rod shaped glass 
filler-epoxy composites was estimated for different volume 
fractions of the filler. The appraisal of the tensile modulus 
predicted by RVE methods with experimental results is 
tabulated in Table 5. The tensile modulus increases with 
increase in filler loading from 5 to 15% throughout. This 
is because of incorporation of stiffer fiber in a polymer 
matrix. The tensile modulus predicted by RVE methods 

Fig. 8  Stress (X direction) contour plots at 5, 10 and 15%  Vf of filler with hexagonal array

Table 5  Comparison of 
predicted and experimental 
values of the tensile modulus

Vf of filler (%) Tensile modulus (MPa) Percentage error in the 
predicted values (%)

Square array RVE Hexagonal 
array RVE

Experimental Square array 
RVE

Hexago-
nal array 
RVE

5 4608.29 4585.74 4620.08 0.25 0.74
10 5109.03 5079.64 5080.02 0.57 0.01
15 5662.37 5455.31 5670.04 0.13 3.78
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has shown a good agreement with the experimental val-
ues. The largest percentage deviation of predicted tensile 
modulus from the experimental values was observed to 
be 3.78%. 

The ratio of contracted transverse strain to extended 
longitudinal strain for applied force gives the Poisson’s 
ratio. The Poisson’s ratio of the overall composites was 
estimated for each of the filler composition. It reveals that 
the decay in Poisson’s ratio is observed with increase in 
filler content. This endorsed the increase in resistance for 
deformation and reduction in the elasticity of material. The 
deviation of the Poisson’s ratio predicted by RVE methods 
from experimental results is minimal which is clear from 
the values tabulated in Table 6.

4  Conclusions

The current research work assessed the mechanical 
elastic properties of the rod shaped glass filler-epoxy 
composites with different filler volume fraction by using 
the approach of micromechanical modeling. A finite ele-
ment analysis tool, ANSYS 19 was successfully used to 
model square and hexagonal packing patterned three 
dimensional RVE models to evaluate the mechanical 
elastic properties. Tensile modulus estimated by using 
the RVE based micromechanical approach has shown 
a maximum deviation of 3.78% with the experimental 
results. RVE model prediction has promising closeness 
with the experimental values with a maximum deviation 
of 2.47% for Poisson’s ratio. The proposed methodology 
can further be applied on different polymer composite 
materials such as long fiber reinforced and woven fiber 
reinforced, to get an insight into the mechanical behav-
ior of these composites with limited experimentation. 
The interface model in 3D micromechanical modeling 
will further help to analyze and understand interfacial 
strength properties of composites.
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